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export settings file - export settings - you can choose the file that
you can export from the export settings dialog. close settings - save
- saves the settings for this export. apply settings - apply - applies

the settings for this export. open settings - open - open the settings
dialog. delete settings - delete - deletes all settings. delete

application settings - delete application settings - deletes all
settings of the plugin. its a chicken vs egg dilemma. how much time

do you spend developing something at some point you have to
release and try the water. if it doesnt float from the start, the

chances of a dev simply losing interest, and that boat sinking are
very high. with high development costs + low sales, dont be

surprised if the first release, is the last release. not everyone can
afford to fail and try again. there are so many people releasing
scripts and presets, that many users have forgotten that real

software is hard to make. there are also fundamental mistakes that
many new devs make, such as thinking that price must be low, or
promising eternal updates for free( which is a sure fire way to go
bust) and virtually guarantees no further development, and with
that, no further support (that will leave your emails unanswered)

this sort of thing is a great argument for some kind of quality
control standard for plugins, scripts and presets packages.

somewhat how apple proof new apps. devs would then only get a
proper release id number and rating, once someone has

categorized, proofed and rated a plugin or resource. there should at
some point be a system to filter out the crap before it ever goes to

market. a plugin like maxtoc4d would benefit from that, as they
would have goals and standards to reach for, before going live,

rather than not know what is acceptable.
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what is maxtoc4d maxtoc4d is a plugin
to transfer 3dsmax current scene to c4d
with 2 clicks, solving common problems

between import/export problems
automatically, to get the best results in
the fastest way and with the less effort

possible. maxtoc4d is a plugin to
transfer 3dsmax current scene to c4d

with 2 clicks, solving common problems
between import/export problems

automatically, to get the best results in
the fastest way and with the less effort
possible. requires autodesk 3ds max.

maxtoc4d is a plugin to transfer 3dsmax
current scene to c4d with 2 clicks,

solving common problems between
import/export problems automatically,

to get the best results in the fastest way
and with the less effort possible. 3d
world - stock footage, sound design,
video edits, video fortes, animated

titles, intro, rotoscoping, fx, vfx,
character animations and so much

moreangry birds epic 2 - original vfx
and game graphics 3dtoall v5.0-08 this
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maximizes the process of importing the
3d-models into v-ray. maxtoc4d does
the work of transliteration, optimizing

the texture map for a global, high
quality export of the model to your

beloved c4d. maxtoc4d allows you to
use the same 3d packages, export and

import the model in any format to
render in lightwave and mocha , as well

as, sculptris . this is lightwave and
mocha makes it easy to import 3d

models into their programs and render
directly in their native environments.

this allows you to export models direct
to their native rendering engine without

having to re-map them. its lightwave
direct. actually, maxtoc4d makes

importing the 3d models easy.
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